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Abstract
How do insiders respond to regulatory oversight on transmissions? History
suggests that they form more sophisticated networks to circumvent regulation. We develop a theory of the formation and regulation of transmission
networks. We show that agents with sufficiently complex networks bypass any
given regulatory environment. In response, regulators employ broad regulatory
boundaries to combat gaming. Tighter regulation induces agents to migrate
transmission activity from existing social networks to a core-periphery insider
network. A small group of agents endogenously arise as intermediaries for the
bulk of transmissions. We provide centrality measures that identify intermediaries.
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1

Introduction

Modern day financial systems are highly complex, with billions of exchanges in information, assets, and funds between individuals and institutions. In various contexts,
regulators’ goals are to inhibit illegal behavior in this vast cloud of activity. Regulatory agencies monitor and investigate suspicious activity to curtail money-laundering
operations that fund illicit activities. Securities regulators ensure investor protections
by tracking and punishing abusive securities trading by those who exploit access to
material, nonpublic information. Governments enforce capital controls in order to
achieve political or economic objectives, such as sanctions or exchange rate policies.
While regulators have become increasingly sophisticated, so have those that are
intent on escaping detection (whom we will conveniently refer to as “insiders”). In particular, recent evidence shows that insiders have formed sophisticated networks that
enable them to pursue activities outside the purview of regulatory oversight. In the
context of insider trading, recent cases revealed insider tips travelling through a long
chain of actors, including traders, information brokers, consultants, and corporate
insiders.1 A series of leaked documents unhashed an intricate web of shell companies,
law firms, brokers, and off-shore intermediaries used by business moguls, celebrities,
atheletes, and politicians to circumvent capital controls, evade taxes, and/or launder
money.2 This suggests that in understanding the cat and mouse game between regulators, who set and enforce regulation, and agents, who try to escape regulation, a
key consideration is to think about the networks that agents might form in order to
circumvent regulation, and how regulators might cope with agents’ tactics.
In this paper, we develop a model of endogenous network formation to formally
study the cat and mouse game between regulators and agents. In the model, agents
benefit from successfully transmitting a good to others that can utilize the good.
The good can be a package, a vital piece of information, or even money. Our main
application of interest is insider trading, whereby agents benefit from transmitting
non-material material information to each other. Agents can form links with each
other that allow them to transmit information. Importantly, transfers need not be
1

See Ahern (2017) for a detailed examples of insider trading networks revealed in prosecuted
cases in the U.S.
2
Two standout leaks are the Panama Papers in 2016, and the Paradise Papers in 2017.
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direct. An insider can transmit information indirectly through anyone in his network
as long as there is a path connected to his co-conspirator.
The regulator’s goal is to prevent agents from insider trading, as allowing such
could ultimately harm market fairness and efficiency. He enforces this by detecting
and punishing agents who do so. If the regulator could observe and process all
transmissions, then there would be no issue. But this comes at a steep sacrifice of
social liberties and privacy, not to mention the technological cost of gathering and
analyzing massive amounts of transmissions. More realistically, the regulator may
know the set of potential insiders, and separately can monitor financial markets for
unusual or suspicious trading activity. Knowing the identities of insiders and trading
activity is not, however, enough to successfully prosecute wrongdoers.
In order to punish violations, the regulator must be able to provide direct evidence
that an individual suspected of insider trading did in fact obtain insider information
from an insider. That is, the regulator must be able to map the path of transmission
between the sender and the receiver in order to prosecute. It is costly for a regulator to
track transmissions between any two individuals. The further the network distance is
between the alleged perpetrator to an insider, the costlier it is to successfully establish
the link between the two. This feature of the model draws strong parallels with a
2014 case involving hedge funds, investment banks, and insiders. Two traders traded
on insider information, but were three to four degrees removed from sources. Both
received multi-year prison sentences, but this ruling was later reversed by the Court
of Appeals, which deemed that the network distance made it unclear whether the
traders knowingly traded on confidential information.3
In our framework, agents can conceal their transmissions by using longer chains,
which avoids weaker enforcement, but yields lower expected profits. As a result of
agents’ incentives to game the system, the regulator chooses to mix between low and
high enforcement intensities, and agents adapt by mixing between short and long
transmission paths. The regulators’ equilibrium strategy is consistent with a long
standing position taken by regulatory institutions that advocate for flexible, broad
guidelines on what constitutes insider trading.4
Ultimately, links formed by agents collectively make up the set of tranmission
3

See here for more details.
The need for deliberately imprecise regulation to effectively combat gaming is a sentiment that
extends beyond the context of insider trading regulation. For instance, Greenwood et al. (2017)
argues that one of the key benefits of bank stress tests is its flexibility.
4
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strategies accessible to insiders. To game more effectively, insiders prefer more flexible
networks that provide multiple paths with varying lengths. In equilibrium, agents
form a flexible core-periphery network, where a small group of agents form the core
and act as conduits of information on behalf of the network.5 This structure embeds
the flexibility function into a highly connected core. In doing so, agents form a costeffective network that ensures that all periphery members have access to a wide set
of transmission paths.
Empirical studies have found that, historically, insider information has been shared
within tight social networks.6 We extend our model to consider when agents are endowed with existing social networks. We show that when regulatory enforcement
becomes sufficiently strong, agents’ information sharing shifts away from their respective social networks and instead prompts the formation of more centralized and
complex insider networks. In this context, the model generates an endogenous rise of
intermediaries as a reaction to greater regulatory sophistication. Intermediaries in the
core are responsible for matching and transmitting information between a large mass
of senders and receivers. Moreover, by extending its constituency, the core is able to
adjust its flexibility to arbitrarily greater regulatory powers at a negligible cost. This
suggests that in an environment where regulation becomes more stringent over time,
the flexible core-periphery network structure offers a dynamic form of flexibility as
well.7
Our results suggest that strengthened regulatory and legislative initiatives may
trigger demand for, and therefore creation of, more sophisticated networks. As agents’
typical channels through which to extract rents from private information become too
risky, intermediaries naturally arise to facilitate transmission between agents with
greater flexibility and reach. In the last decade, information intermediaries, such as
expert network firms, have been, in the last decade, implicated directly and indirectly
in a number of insider trading cases in the United States.8 These firms are consulting
agencies that specialize in connecting clients to experts spanning various sectors and
5

This provides a novel channel that may give rise to “law of the few,” as discussed in Galeotti
and Goyal (2010).
6
For example, Ahern (2017) finds that insider trading cases predominantly involve familial, social,
or geographic ties.
7
In the US, enforcement indeed appears to have become stronger over time. For example, see
Silvers (2016).
8
See https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/insidertrading/cases.shtml for details on select cases involving expert networks.
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fields. Indeed, legislative and regulatory actions have been claimed to be at least
partly responsible for the growth of the expert network industry (Jeng (2013)), which
according to some industry estimates, has roughly doubled in size (by revenue) from
2012 to 2018. Regulation Fair Disclosure and the Global Analyst Research Settlements, enacted in the early 2000s, tightened governance on information disclosure
and restricting insider information dissemination by financial intermediaries. In the
political arena, the Stock Trading on Congressional Knowledge Act (STOCK Act),
enacted in 2012, imposed restrictions on profiting from private information derived
from Congressional activity. A key takeaway from our model is that while these actions may succeed at displacing existing channels of information diffusion, they may
prompt the formation of networks that undermine the main objective to improve
market integrity.
While our main application is in the context of insider trading networks, we believe that the model’s insights apply to a broader set of applications. A pivotal
feature of our model is that the regulator must map the path between the sender
and the receiver in order to prosecute. We emphasize that this property crucially
shapes agents’ strategies for circumventing regulation. Long chains are essential and,
furthermore, a cheap and effective method to increasing the cost incurred by regulators to attempting to track transmissions. In this respect, our model is applicable
to a broader set of economic problems on the regulation of transmission networks
where regulatory actions require a high burden of proof. One application is money
laundering. Money laundering operations commonly involve “layering” – a practice
of transferring through numerous accounts – that obfuscates a fund’s source from
regulators.9 Similar challenges arise in the enforcement of capital controls. Notably,
leaked documents referred to as the “Panama Papers,” revealed an extensive network
of off-shore financial intermediaries and shell companies that helped evade regulatory
scrutiny dating back to the 1970s.10
The paper is organized as follows. We review related literature and our contribution in Section 2. In Section 3, we analyze the model given an exogenous network
and lay out the strategic considerations that necessitate regulatory ambiguity. In
Section 4, we solve the main model with network formation and show the equilibrium
formation of flexible core-periphery networks. In Section 5, we extend the model by
9
10

See https://www.fincen.gov/history-anti-money-laundering-laws.
See https://www.icij.org/investigations/panama-papers/.
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endowing agents with existing social networks, and demonstrate how strengthening
regulation can trigger the rise of information intermediaries. In Section 6, we analyze the properties of flexible core-periphery networks and develop measures that can
be used to identify intermediaries. We conclude in Section 7. All proofs are in the
Appendix.

2

Contribution and Related Literature

Regarding our main application to insider trading, this paper is the first to our knowledge to theoretically study the formation of insider networks. As in DeMarzo et al.
(1998), our paper takes as given the objective of a regulator to detect and deter
the sharing of insider information. We study the joint equilibrium determination of
regulation, network formation, and information transmission. We depart from the
conclusions of DeMarzo et al. (1998) – enforcement policy is necessarily ambiguous
(i.e. subject to randomness) due to the possibility of gaming by agents.
An extensive literature examines the diffusion of information through social networks in financial markets. Cohen et al. (2010) finds strong evidence of information
diffusion through educational ties. Maggio et al. (2017) finds extensive evidence of
information diffusion through broker networks. Ahern (2017) shows that a majority of prosecuted insider trading cases involve insider information being transferred
through geographical, family, and social networks. An implication of our paper is
that as regulatory pressures increase, insider trading activity migrates from existing
networks to those that better insulate agents from detection and prosecution.
Our paper is related to the literature on information transmission in endogenous
networks. Acemoglu et al. (2014) studies how information aggregation occurs through
communication on endogenous social networks. Bloch and Dutta (2009) studies how
communication networks with endogenous link strength bring rise to star networks.
We make a unique contribution by studying the formation of information networks
and its interaction with the regulatory environment.11 We show that a core-periphery
structure arises endogenously in insider networks, and furthermore show that a small
number of agents act as intermediaries to facilitate information transmission. Our
result also relates to bottlenecks and essential intermediaries which Manea (2018)
takes as given.
11

A few papers have studied the impact of regulation on networks in other contexts. For example,
see Erol and Ordoñez (2017) and Erol (2017).
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Our insights are applicable to other settings in which agents use networks as
a strategic tool for the transmission of information or goods in a game against an
adversary. Agents committing money laundering may utilize a long chain of financial
intermediaries in order to obfuscate the source and destination of money transfers.
The model is relevant for studying networks for organized crime or terrorism in which
agents form networks to conceal communication and money transfers. Our results are
consistent with empirical studies that document the use of long intermediation chains
in terrorist networks intended to conceal relationships and preserve secrecy (Krebs
(2002)), as well as the emergence of core-periphery structures in transnational criminal
networks (Williams (2001)). Finally, our paper contributes broadly to the literature
on attack and defense in networks.12
Our paper also makes a technical contribution to the literature on networks. Network formation problems typically suffer from intractability due to discreteness and
high dimensionality. We provide a tractable method incorporating a continuum of
agents. In Appendix B, we show that the equilibrium networks formed in the model
are limits of approximate equilibrium networks in the discrete counterpart of the
model, by using a variant of a methodology used in the graphon literature (see Parise
and Ozdaglar (2019), Lovász (2012)).13

3

The Value of Regulatory Ambiguity

In this section, we take as given the agents’ networks, and study the information
transmission and regulation game. We extend the model to consider endogenous
network formation in Section 4.

3.1

Model

Agents and the network. Consider a set of agents A. An edge is an element of A2 .
−
E ⊂ A2 is used to denote a set of edges. Given E, we use Ni,E
= {j : (j, i) ∈ E} is the
+
in-neighbors of i. These agents can send information to i. Ni,E = {j : (i, j) ∈ E} is the
−
+
out-neighbors of i. i can send information to these agents. Denote Ni,E = Ni,E
∪ Ni,E
.
A path from i to j in E is a finite sequence of agents (n0 , n1 , ..., nk ) where n0 = i,
nk = j, and nu+1 ∈ Nn+u ,E for all u = 0, 1, ..., k − 1. We say that this path has length
12

For example, see Acemoglu et al. (2016), Dziubiński and Goyal (2017), Hoyer (2012), Haller
(2016), and Hoyer and Jaegher (2016).
13
Graphons are studied either as limits of dense graphs or as limits of sparse graphs, whereas in
our model, nodes are neither restricted to have a sparse neighborhood nor a dense neighborhood.
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k.
Information transmission. Consider two agents, sender s and receiver r. If s successfully transmits the information to r, and r trades on the transmitted information,
they derive private payoffs. First, s decides whether to transmit information to r,
and if so, the path through which to transmit information.14,15 Accordingly, an action
for s regarding information transmission is p ∈ P ∪ {o}, where o denotes the decision
not to send information. Conditional on receiving information, r trades based on the
information.
Regulation. The use of this information is assumed to impose a negative social
externality. There is a regulator whose objective is to minimize social costs that arise
from the exploitation of information. In the event that r trades using information
received from s, the identities of s and r are assumed to be revealed to the regulator,
who monitors markets for suspicious activity. In order to punish s and r, the regulator
must provide direct evidence that s transmitted information to r. However, the
regulator does not observe the transmission path directly, and instead must initiate
costly search.16 The regulator is able to punish the pair if and only if he can directly
unravel the path through which information was indeed relayed from the sender to
the receiver.
Formally, upon transmission (p 6= o), the regulator chooses a search intensity m.
Given an intensity m, the regulator is able to search m steps along the transmission
path starting from r. For example, suppose that information was transmitted via a
path s = n0 → n1 →...→ nl−1 →nl = r. The regulator inspects r = nl , and finds who
has sent the information to nl . After finding out that nl−1 sent the information to nl ,
regulator inspects nl−1 and finds out who sent the information to nl−1 . In the end, the
regulator discovers the identities of nl−1 , nl−2 , ..., n(l−m)+ .17 If m ≥ l, the regulator is
able to identify the whole path through which information has been transmitted from
s to r. Otherwise, the regulator fails to produce sufficient evidence for illegal insider
trading.18 If the regulator can map the path through which sender s transmitted
14

For simplicity we assume that s chooses the path. This is akin to agents coordinating on how
to transmit the information over the network from s to r. Alternatively, one can interpret it as s
sending the information along with instructions on how to transmit it.
15
Using a path dominates using a non-path trail. This becomes clear once the nature of the
regulation is described.
16
In this section, the regulator knows the network. In the next section with endogenous network
formation, the regulator forms beliefs about the network.
17 +
x = max {x, 0} denotes the positive part of x.
18
Here, search is modeled as choosing m, which can be interpreted as inspecting m nodes and
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information to receiver r, the agents are “caught.” These are illustrated in Figures 1
and 2.
Figure 1: Successful search by the regulator
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Figure 1 illustrates the game. The network available is shown in Figure 1-a. There are many paths
that the agents can utilize. For example, s → 3 → 4 → r is a path of length 3; s → 3 → 5 →
6 → 4 → 2 → r is a path of length 6. Figure 1-b illustrates the strategy of choosing the path
s → 1 → 2 → r. Figure 1-c illustrates the strategy of the regulator choosing some m ≥ 3. Given m,
the regulator can hold investigations for m steps until evidence is found. In the first round, r and all
of its incoming links are inspected: 2 → r, 4 → r, and 6 → r. Upon the investigation, the regulator
finds that the information has been sent by 2. In the second round, the regulator investigates 2 and
all of its incoming links, 1 → 2, 3 → 2, and 4 → 2. The regulator discovers that information has
been sent by 1. In the third round, the regulator inspects 1 and all of its incoming links: s → 1 and
3 → r. The regulator finds definitive evidence that information was transmitted from s to r, and
can inflict a punishment.

Timing and payoffs. First, s chooses an action in p ∈ P ∪ {o} . If p = o the game
ends. If p 6= o, the regulator observes s and r, and chooses search intensity m. The
timing is summarized in Figure 3. If the information is transmitted by s via a path of
length l, the exploitation of insider information yields a total benefit of Π(l), where
Π(·) is strictly decreasing. The payoff from taking the action o and not transmitting
information is equal to 0. Given our focus on the interplay between agents and the
regulator, we assume that agents fully cooperate to maximize their total expected
payoff.
The regulator incurs a cost κ(m) associated with search intensity m, where κ(m) =
0 for some m ≥ 2 and κ is strictly increasing for all m ≥ m. Accordingly, we restrict
the action space of the regulator to M := {m ∈ N : m ≤ m} for simplicity. The regulator incurs a cost B > 0 if insider trading takes place and goes unpunished. Hence,
finding out who have sent them the information. One may consider alternative search protocols, e.g.
searching through paths, searching through trails, searching from s towards r, searching from both
s and r towards each other, etc. These protocols ultimately boil down to choosing m.

8
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Figure 2: Failed search by the regulator
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Figure 2 illustrates the game with failed search. Figure 2-a is the network. Figure 2-b illustrates the
transmission strategy employed by the agents: s → 3 → 5 → 6 → 4 → r. This is a path of length
5. Figure 2-c illustrates the search upon the regulator choosing m = 4, the maximum number of
rounds for search. First, r and all of its incoming links are inspected: 2 → r, 4 → r, and 6 → r.
Upon the investigation, the regulator finds that the information has been sent by 4. Then 4 and all
of its incoming links are inspected: 3 → 4 and 6 → 4. Upon the investigation, the regulator finds
that the information has been sent by 6. The search goes on this way. In the last round, upon the
inspection of 5 and all of its links r → 5 and 3 → 5, the regulator finds that the information has
been relayed by 3. However, the search fails to identify the entire transmission path, and insiders
are not prosecuted.

Figure 3: The timing of events for a given network and sender-receiver pair
m
p ∈ P ∪ {o}
p 6= o =⇒
Transmission
strategy chosen

Regulator observes that
transmission occured

Regulator chooses
search intensity

B captures the social externality cost of insider trading. If agents get caught, they
receive an expected punishment K (l) > 0. In order for enforcement to be credible,
we assume that the cost K (l) of getting caught by the regulator is sufficiently high
such that no transmission is preferred to certainty of getting caught: K (l) > Π (l)
for all l. In Appendix A, we extend the model to allow for insider to explicitly trade
on financial markets. Under this extension, both Π(l) and K(l) are endogenously
determined, though the main insights of the model remain unchanged.
Let l(p) be used to denote the path length associated with transmission path
p ∈ P. For an action p ∈ P ∪ {o} and search intensity m, the (total sum of) agents’
ex-post payoffs vA are given by
vA (p; m) =



Π (l (p))

if m < l (p)


Π(l (p)) − K(l (p))

if m ≥ l (p)

9
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for p ∈ P and 0 for p = o. The total ex-post payoff to the regulator is given by
vR (m; p) =



−κ(m)

if m ≥ l (p)


−κ(m) − B

if m < l (p)

for p ∈ P and 0 for p = o.
A strategy for agents is σA ∈ ∆ (P ∪ {o}). A strategy for the regulator is
σR ∈ ∆ (M). A belief for the regulator, upon observing that agents have engaged in
information transmission, is σ̃A ∈ ∆ (P). The expected payoffs of the regulator and
agents are
VR (σR ; σ̃A ) =

XX

σ̃A (p) σR (m) vR (m; p)

p∈P m

VA (σA ; σR ) =

XX

σA (p) σR (m) vA (p; m) .

p∈P m

Equilibrium. An (Perfect Bayesian) equilibrium consists of strategies (σA∗ , σR∗ ) and
beliefs for the regulator σ̃A∗ such that
• (Sequential rationality) Given his beliefs, the regulator’s search strategy is
optimal: For all m ≥ m,
VR (σR∗ ; σ̃A∗ ) ≥ VR (m; σ̃A∗ ) .

(1)

• (Consistency) The beliefs of the regulator are derived from Bayesian updating
whenever possible: If σA∗ 6= o, for all p ∈ P,
σA∗ (p)
σ̃A∗ (p) =
1 − σA∗ (o)
• (Optimal transmission) For all p ∈ P,
VA (σA∗ ; σR∗ ) ≥ max {0, VA (p; σR∗ )} .

3.2

(2)

Regulatory Ambiguity

In this section, we lay out key equilibrium properties in order to understand the regulator’s equilibrium enforcement strategy. Suppose that the regulator chooses some
intensity m > 0. For any given m, agents’ best response is to transmit information
through a path of length at least m + 1 if feasible or not to transmit information:
Lemma 1. Consider the regulator’s strategy of choosing m upon observing (s, r). The
best response of agents is given as follows.
• Transmit along the shortest path with length greater than m, if there exists such
path.
10
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• Do not transmit, otherwise.
Lemma 1 establishes that optimal transmission entails choosing a path that minimizes length conditional on no detection, or no transmission if detection occurs with
probability one. Importantly, transmission along a path of at least length m + 1
avoids detection by the regulator. Since avoiding prosecution is strictly preferred to
being prosecuted, agents choose the shortest transmission path conditional on avoiding detection.
Recall that κ (m) = 0 < κ (m + 1). Let m be the threshold intensity of regulation
at which the cost exceeds the maximum potential benefit for the regulator, i.e.
κ (m) ≤ B < κ (m + 1) .
If κ (m) ≤ B for all m > m, then we denote m = ∞. A direct consequence is that
the regulator never uses an enforcement strategy m > m. Next, we characterize the
regulator’s best response to some transmission strategy l chosen by agents.
Lemma 2. Consider the agents’ strategy of using a path of length l. The best response
of the regulator is given as follows.
• Use intensity m = l, if l ≤ m.
• Use intensity m = m, if l > m.
Lemma 2 states that the regulator’s best response is to choose enforcement intensity m equal to l if m is feasible (i.e. l ≤ m) or an intensity m. Just as the
agents prefer to transmit information through the shortest path possible that exceeds
length m, the regulator prefers to extract the greatest payoff from choosing the lowest
enforcement intensity that matches agents’ transmission length. In other words, as
long as the cost of search is not too large, the regulator opts to choose sufficiently
high intensity to ensure punishing agents.
Together, Lemmas 1 and 2 offer a formal characterization of the cat and mouse
game between agents and the regulator. For example, suppose that s and r have
access to paths of length l1 < l2 < ... < lk where l1 > m and lk ≥ m + 1. If the
regulator plays m, agents want to play l1 . Then, the regulator wants to play l1 . In
response, agents want to play l2 .... In the end, if the agents play lk , the regulator
finds it too costly to catch the agents, and plays m. The best response cycle ensures
that the equilibrium must be in mixed strategies.

11
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Theorem 1 (Regulatory Ambiguity). Suppose that (s, r) has at least one path longer
than m and at least one path that has length between m and m. Then the regulator
plays a mixed strategy in equilibrium.
The above theorem formalizes the potential need for the regulator to employ regulatory ambiguity, in the form of a mixed enforcement strategy. Regulatory ambiguity
arises when agents, in equilibrium, acquire access to a network that is able to successfully match senders to receivers through multiple paths of differing lengths.
Two things are worth noting. First, as long as agents have access to a transmission path that is sufficiently long, marginally increasing cutoff m (e.g. by shifting
downward the enforcement cost function κ) does not in general improve the regulator’s ability to deter agents from transmitting information. Second, while marginally
increasing the penalty (e.g. by shifting upward the penalty function K) of getting
caught conditional on transmitting information affects equilibrium mixing strategies,
it does not in itself deter sharing of information by agents. Incurring a high enforcement cost is only justified conditional on detecting transmission or deterrence,
but when agents can anticipate high regulatory oversight, senders transmit information on a path that allows circumvention with probability 1. At the same time, low
regulatory oversight is justified if no transmission is expected or detection is not possible otherwise. In this case, however, agents send and receive information along a
minimum path as shown in Lemma 1, which could be detected with high oversight.
As a consequence, the regulator must employ a mixed strategy with respect to the
enforcement intensity in equilibrium.

3.3

Legal Boundaries

It is worthwhile highlighting how our setting also offers a foundation for laws that
may be deliberately set broadly so as to avoid gaming by agents. In our main setting,
the regulator is able to punish agents as long as he can map the transmission path
between the sender and the receiver. We relax this. Instead, suppose prior to information transmission, lawmakers select a boundary strategy b, which determines the
maximum path length between a sender and receiver that constitutes illegal insider
information if used for financial gains. For instance, if l ≤ b, transmission may be
regarded as a deliberate transfer of information intended for illegal profits; if l > b,
the communication between the sender and receiver may be deemed too distant to
constitute illegal activity.
12
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Correspondingly, suppose that any given b is associated with a cost β(b), where
β(b) is a strictly increasing function associated with the social cost of violating of
investors’ civil liberties and privacy. This reflects the idea that the legal boundary
b confines the regulator’s ability to explore whether illegal insider trading occurred.
For example, a regulator may require authorization from a judge to search, confiscate,
and analyze evidence. The scope of any particular investigation would then be limited
to the legal boundary b. For simplicity, we suppose that κ(m) = 0 for any m, but the
set of feasible m is bounded above by b. Accordingly, the regulator would set m to
equal b.
It is straightforward to see how the arguments underpinning Theorem 1 may
carry forward. As long as agents have sufficiently complex networks that facilitate
long transmission paths, lawmakers’ equilibrium boundary strategy must be a mixed
strategy over a set [b, b], for some thresholds b, b, where β(b) = 0, and β(b) ≤ B <
β(b + 1).
Given this interpretation, Theorem 1 rationalizes a common strategy implemented
and advocated by regulators to maintain vagueness in what constitutes illegal insider
trading activity. For instance, legal boundaries of insider trading in the US are ambiguous and often criticized for being unclear. As a consequence, insider trading
prosecution cases ultimately depend on courts to determine whether the nature of
the shared information is in fact insider information, i.e. material and non-public,
and whether the transfer of information is illegal, e.g. a violation of fiduciary duty.
This flexibility in what constitutes illegal insider information is often argued by enforcement officers of the SEC as what allows for successful prosecution and even
deterrence. A quote by Arthur Levitt, former chairman of the SEC, captures this
sentiment:19
If the SEC had an option as to whether they wanted to have greater
specificity and the Justice Department as well, they’d say ‘Absolutely not’
because greater specificity would give the legal fraternity various ways of
getting around those specifics. They want these laws purposely vague to
see to it they have the maximum leverage in terms of bringing cases.
19

For a detailed discussion on SEC’s approach of regulatory ambiguity,
http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/insider-trading-2011-how-technology-and-socialnetworks-have-friended-access-to-confidential-information/
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see

4

The Formation and Regulation of Insider Networks

In the previous section, we showed that when agents are endowed with networks
which provided access to both short and long paths of information transmission, the
potential for gaming regulation pushes the regulator to employ regulatory ambiguity.
We also took as given that a fixed pair of one sender and one receiver obtains an
opportunity to exploit information.
Now, we assume that a random pair obtains such an opportunity, and that prior to
the pair being realized, agents must form networks in advance to enable transmission
of the information.20 We will show that agents find it feasible and profitable to
form a network that satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1, and further describe the
equilibrium network structure.

4.1

Model with Endogenous Network Formation

Agents. Suppose that A ⊂ R and λ (A) = µ, where λ denotes the Lebesgue measure.
A fixed set S ⊂ A are potential senders with λ (S) = µS , and a fixed set R ⊂ A are
potential receivers with λ (R) = µR , where S ∪ R = A and S ∩ R = ∅.21 A random
pair of a sender and a receiver (s, r) ∈ S × R obtain an opportunity to exploit
information. Since the pair that is to receive information is not deterministic, agents
must form networks in advance to enable transmission of the information. A model
of a continuum of agents is used for tractability. Appendix B shows that equilibria
in the continuum model are limits of equilibria in a discrete counterpart.
Network. Agents need to form directed bilateral links over which they can transmit
information. For E ⊂ A2 , (A, E) is called a network if E is Borel in R2 .22 A potential
network E is illustrated in Figure 4. Agents first collectively forge directed links to
form a network through which information can be transmitted. Denote P (E, i, j) the
set of paths from i to j in E.
20

This is consistent with the interpretation that the material insider information stochastically
arrives, and relationships through which information is transmitted must be formed prior in order
to take advantage in a timely manner.
21
Our results remain intact even if there are also neutral agents in A\ (S ∪ R) that have neither
information nor liquidity.
22
By analyzing a network over a continuum of agents, our model is significantly more tractable
relative to a discrete network counterpart. Our model should be viewed as an approximation of a
discrete network with a large population of agents.
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Figure 4: Illustration of a network over a continuum
µ

i
E
j
0
0

j

i

µ

Figure 4 illustrates a network over a continuum of agents. The x-axis and y-axis both represent the
set of agents. The shaded area represents the set of edges E. For example, since (i, j) ∈ E, there is
a link from i to j. Since (j, i) 6∈ E, there is no link from j to i.

Network Formation. The cost structure for forming the network is given as follows.
For any s, s0 ∈ S, a directed link from s to s0 costs η and 0, respectively. Symmetrically, for any r, r0 ∈ R, a link from r to r0 costs 0 and η, respectively. In this way, a
sender (receiver) who wants to send (receive) incurs the cost associated with forming
the link. For any link between a sender and a receiver, both incur a cost η. This
reflects that agents may find it more difficult to search for and form a link with those
of a different type. The resulting cost to agent i is denoted c (i, E). Let ν be used
+
∩ S) + ν(Ns,E ∩ R)) for a
to denote the counting measure. Then c (s, E) = η(ν(Ns,E
−
sender s and c (r, E) = η(ν(Nr,E ∩ R) + ν(Nr,E ∩ S)) for a receiver r. The total cost
of the network is given by
C (E) =

Z

c (·, E) dλ.

A

We maintain our assumption that agents coordinate to maximize their expected total
payoffs.23
Payoffs. Denote E the set of measurable subsets of A2 . After forming network E ∈ E,
a sender s ∈ S obtains information and a receiver r ∈ R obtains the means to trade,
both determined independently and uniformly at random. Denote P (E, s, r) the set
of paths from s to r in E. If agents choose p = o, the game ends. If agents choose
p ∈ P (E, s, r), then the regulator observes s and r, and chooses a search intensity m,
23

By abstracting from the division of surplus between agents, this assumption allows us to focus
on the conflict between the regulator and the agents. The formation of the efficient network can be
implemented using an egalitarian sharing rule à la Jackson (2005).
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which depends on the identities of s and r. Note that the regulator neither observes
the network nor the transmission path. The timing is summarized in Figure 5. We
Figure 5: Timing of events
p ∈ P[E, s, r] ∪ {o}
p 6= o =⇒

(s, r)

E

m(s, r)

Network Sender and receiver Transmission
Regulator observes Regulator chooses
formed determined by nature strategy chosen sender and receiver search intensity
focus on pure strategies for the network formation.24 A strategy for agents is (E, σA )
where E ∈ E is the network and σA [E 0 , s0 , r0 ] ∈ ∆ (P (E 0 , s0 , r0 ) ∪ {o}) is the mixed
transmission strategy for all networks and pairs (E 0 , s0 , r0 ) ∈ E × S × R. A strategy
for the regulator is σR where σR [s0 , r0 ] ∈ ∆ (M) is the mixed search strategy for all


pairs (s0 , r0 ) ∈ S × R. A belief for the regulator is Ẽ, σ̃A such that, upon observing
a pair (s0 , r0 ) ∈ S × R, the regulator believes that the network is Ẽ [s0 , r0 ], and the
 

transmission path used is σ̃A [s0 , r0 ] ∈ ∆ P Ẽ [s0 , r0 ] , s0 , r0 .
Given his strategy and beliefs, conditional on a realized pair (s, r), the interim
expected payoff of the regulator is




UR σR [s, r] ; Ẽ [s, r] , σ̃A [s, r]



=

X

X

p∈P(Ẽ[s,r],s,r)

m

σ̃A [s, r] (p) σR [s, r] (m) vR (m; p) .

Given the strategy of the regulator, the interim and ex-ante payoffs of the agents are
UA ((E, σA [E, s, r]) ; σR [s, r]) =

X

X

σA [E, s, r] (p) σR [s, r] (m) vA (p; m)

p∈P(E,s,r) m

UA ((E, σA ) ; σR ) = −C (E) + Es,r [UA ((E, σA [E, s, r]) ; σR [s, r])] .
Equilibrium. An (Perfect Bayesian) equilibrium consists of strategies (E ∗ , σA∗ , σR∗ )
and beliefs of the regulator (Ẽ ∗ , σ̃A∗ ) such that
• (Sequential rationality) Given his beliefs, the regulator’s search strategy is
optimal: For all (s, r) ∈ S × R and m ≥ m,




UR σR∗ [s, r] ; Ẽ ∗ [s, r] , σ̃A∗ [s, r]







≥ UR m; Ẽ ∗ [s, r] , σ̃A∗ [s, r]



• (Consistency) The beliefs of the regulator are derived from Bayesian updating
whenever possible: For all (s, r) ∈ S×R such that σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) 6= o, Ẽ [s, r] = E ∗
and for all p ∈ P (E ∗ , s, r),
σA∗ [E ∗ , s, r] (p)
.
σ̃A∗ [s, r] (p) =
1 − σA∗ [E ∗ , s, r] (o)
24

We do not allow for mixed strategies at the network formation stage for simplicity. Mixtures
over pure strategy networks also constitute equilibria.
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• (Optimal transmission) For any network and any realized pair, agents’ transmission strategies maximize the expected payoff given the equilibrium strategy
of the regulator: For all (E, s, r) ∈ E × S × R and for all p ∈ P (E, s, r),
UA ((E, σA∗ [E, s, r]) ; σR∗ [s, r]) ≥ max {0, UA ((E, p) ; σR∗ [s, r])} .
• (Optimal network) E ∗ maximizes expected payoff given the continuation
play: For all E ∈ E,
UA ((E ∗ , σA∗ ) ; σR∗ ) ≥ UA ((E, σA∗ ) ; σR∗ )
Our equilibrium notion is a refinement of Perfect Bayesian equilibrium by allowing
for joint deviations on the side of the agents. This allows us to study strongly stable
networks in a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium. The other restriction we impose on the
Perfect Bayesian equilibrium is that the choice of the network must be a pure strategy.
This, along with Bayesian updating, implies that the regulator correctly infers the
network E ∗ in equilibrium on the path of play.
Regarding beliefs about transmission, on-the-path, these beliefs are accurately
given by the strategy of the agents. Notice that we do not impose any restriction
on off-the-path beliefs of the regulator regarding the transmission strategies. If the
regulator observes a pair (s, r) such that σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) = o, he would correctly identify
a deviation and be free to assign any belief regarding the network and path employed
for transmission. In this case, the regulator can play any strategy that is not weakly
dominated with the appropriate off-the-path belief.

4.2

Regulation and Formation of Insider Networks

We begin by noting several useful observations that help determine the properties
of the equilibrium network. Recall, the realization of the pair of sender and receiver
occurs after the formation of the network. If the network were costless to form, agents
would want a.e. sender-receiver pair to have a path between them. We call such a
network bi-connected.
Definition 1. A network is said to be bi-connected if for a.e. sender-receiver pair in
the network, there is a path from the sender to the receiver.
Such a desirable network is not free to form, however. For example, if there were a
link every sender to every receiver, the cost of the network would be ∞. The smallest
cost possible for a bi-connected network is given as follows.
17
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Lemma 3. Any bi-connected network costs at least µη.
Agents, in addition to forming a bi-connected network at a small cost, must also
anticipate regulation. Given the strategic use of the network to facilitate information transmission, an important property of a network is the extent to which it can
accommodate various paths of transmission, which endogenously determine the transmission strategy set of agents. Since m = m is costless, the regulator always chooses
m ≥ m; as such, agents do not use paths shorter than m + 1. Any m ≥ m + 1 is
strictly dominated for the regulator, and so agents would not use path lengths longer
than m + 1.
Definition 2. A network is said to be flexible if a.e. sender-receiver pair in the
network is connected with at least one path of length m + 1, m + 2, ..., m + 1.25
The equilibrium strategies regarding information transmission depend on what
lengths of paths are available to agents. An important consideration is whether agents
find it profitable to form a network that enables transmissions that extend beyond the
scope of regulation. Flexible networks are by definition bi-connected, which implies
that the smallest possible cost for a flexible network is ηµ. We first show that there
does in fact exist a network that costs ηµ and allows for arbitrary levels of flexibility.
Lemma 4. Take any set L ⊂ N of path lengths that are larger than m. There exists
a network with cost µη such that for all l ∈ L and for almost every sender receiver
pair (s, r), there is a path from s to r that has length equal to l.
Lemma 4 establishes that agents can in principle form complex networks that
facilitate arbitrarily long chains between any given sender and receiver at a cost ηµ.
An implication is that there exists a flexible network that costs ηµ. We show that
such networks characterize all equilibrium networks:
Proposition 1. For m < ∞, equilibrium networks are given by flexible networks
that cost µη. Furthermore, the regulator mixes totally between search intensities m
such that m ≤ m ≤ m. The agents mix totally between path lengths l such that
m + 1 ≤ l ≤ m + 1. For m = ∞, equilibrium networks are empty networks.26
25
26

For m = ∞, this means that all path lengths l ≥ m + 1 are available to a.e. sender-receiver pair.
Empty network in this context means a.e. agent has 0 links with respect to counting measure

ν.
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What network topologies are both flexible and cost µη? For the remainder of the
paper, we focus on m < ∞.
Definition 3. A network E is a core-periphery if there exists a set of agents C, called
the core, and a set of agents P , called the periphery, such that
•
•
•
•

Almost all agents are in the periphery: λ (P ) = µ.
Core and periphery are disjoint: P ∩ C = ∅.
C is at most countable and weakly connected.27
Each sender in the periphery has exactly one link, which is to a sender in the
−
+
core. Formally, ∀s ∈ P ∩ S, ∃s0 ∈ C ∩ S s.t. Ns,E
= {s0 } and Ns,E
= ∅.
• Each receiver in the periphery has exactly one link, which is from a receiver in
−
+
the core. Formally, ∀r ∈ P ∩ R, ∃r0 ∈ C ∩ R s.t. Nr,E
= {r0 } and Nr,E
= ∅.

S

Figure 6: A core-periphery network
R

µ
R
µS
S

R

S
0
0

µS

µ

Figure 6 illustrates two alternative representations of the a core-periphery network. On the left
panel, we show a representation of a core-periphery as a subset of R2 , in line with the representation
in Figure 5. On the right panel, we have a more standard visual representation that illustrates the
senders on the left, receivers on the right, and the core in the middle, along with links between them.

Figure 6 provides visual examples of a core-periphery network. It is straightforward to show the following:
Lemma 5. Core-periphery networks cost µη.
27

Weakly connected means that between every pair of nodes, there is an undirected path. It is
different from strong connectivity which requires there to be a directed path between every pair.
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By Lemma 5 and Proposition 1, if there exists a core-periphery network that is
flexible, then it is an equilibrium network. Intuitively, a core-periphery structure has
features conducive to flexibility. By forming a network in which intermediate edges in
the core are shared, agents can collectively minimize the cost of links required to form
a flexible network. Then, a core-periphery network can achieve flexibility simply by
making its core “flexible.” Then, it suffices for each peripheral agent to attach herself
to the core with a single link. We formally confirm this in the below theorem:
Theorem 2. For any k ≥ m + 1, there exists a flexible core-periphery with k agents
in the core. Furthermore, all such networks are equilibrium networks.
A core-periphery structure decouples the role of the network to facilitate various
transmission paths to a select core members who form a dense subnetwork, with the
need for connectivity between many senders and receivers, by having the entire mass
µ of periphery members include at least one core member within their neighborhood.

5

Emergence of Information Intermediaries

As evident by the equilibrium network structure, a.e. sender in the periphery relies
on the core to relay information to the receiver using a desired path length. An
important characterization to consider is the extent to which agents endogenously
act as intermediaries in order to facilitate transmission. We offer a formal definition
of an intermediary for a given equilibrium network:
Definition 4. An agent is said to be an intermediary if he transmits information
with positive probability.
While passing information on behalf of other agents is an act of intermediation,
in order for an agent to be considered an intermediary, he must act as a middleman
for a positive mass of other agents in the network. This requires that an agent must
provide intermediation for other agents beyond “scratching each other’s back.” This
naturally arises in our setting in which middlemen are necessary to avoid punishment.
Given the characterization of intermediaries outlined in Definition 4, this implies that
(a subset of) the core constitutes intermediaries:
Proposition 2. For a flexible core-periphery network, all intermediaries are in the
core. If non-intermediaries are taken out of the core along with their links, the resulting network is still a flexible core-periphery network, and hence an equilibrium
network.
20
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An implication of the model is the emergence of intermediaries within a setting
in which agent are ex-ante identical (up to a sender, receiver type). Specifically, the
core structure results in the endogenous rise of information intermediaries, as defined
under Definition 4. A small set of agents specialize in providing flexible channels of
information transmission and ultimately intermediate a.e. information transmission
between the set of potential senders and receivers in the model.
The rise of intermediaries. Interestingly, the emergence of information intermediaries draws striking parallel to the rise of consultancy firms that have played an
outsized role in recent years. While information intermediaries are not and should
not be viewed as an illegal entity, these consultancy firms have been implicated in a
number of insider trading cases in the past decade. A large fraction of these firms is
commonly referred to as expert network firms, which specialize in connecting clients
to experts in various fields ranging from technology, medicine, healthcare, energy, and
even economics.28 What triggers the rise of such intermediaries?
We shed light on this question by extending our setting to allow for preexisting
social networks that can be used for information transmission. As we will show,
the key takeaway is that as regulation gets tighter, agents migrate their information
transmission activities from social networks to complex insider networks, as regulation
strains the flexibility offered by existing networks.
Suppose that the agents are endowed with pre-existing social networks described
as follows. There are µS = µ/2 mass of senders and µR = µ/2 mass of receivers.
Senders si ∈ S are indexed by i ∈ [0, µ/2] and receivers ri ∈ R are also indexed by
i ∈ [0, µ/2]. Each pair (si , ri ) has access to an exclusive social network with which si
can transmit to ri using paths ranging from lengths 1 to mi . These social networks
provide an alternative to forming costly insider networks.
As before, one sender-receiver pair is realized randomly, say (s, r) = (si , rj ).29
If sender si transmits the information to the receiver rj via a path of length l, this
generates Π (l) profit. As a departure from the baseline model, all receivers have some
means to profit from sender s’s information. Accordingly, sender si can also transmit
the information via her social network to the receiver ri . This generates χΠ (l) profit
if the path length used is l, where χ < 1. This reflects that a generic receiver is
28

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-28/investors-are-paying-1-300-per-hourfor-expert-chats
29
Note that i = j has probability 0.
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typically not able to trade based on the information to the maximum potential.30
This extension presents a clear tradeoff to agents: by relying on existing social
networks, agents can transmit information “locally.” Alternatively, they can forge
new, costly links to form an insider network. The insider network not only acts a
tool to cope with regulation, but potentially enables agents to transmit information
to receivers who can generate the greatest profits.
For a given m, if mi ≤ m, the social network of the pair i does not provide
them sufficiently long transmission paths. The social network does not constitute a
lucrative outside option for such pairs. Then it is in the interest of agents to include
such pairs to an insider network. It is not, however, necessarily optimal to form an
insider network with all such agents. The mass of pairs whose social networks are not
competitive with the regulation needs to be large enough to make it worth forming
an insider network. Denote µS,m = |{si ∈ S : mi ≤ m}| the mass of pairs that can
not make use of their social network due to stringent regulation. Note that µS,m is
increasing in m. Denote S 0 and R0 the senders and receivers that form links and join
an equilibrium insider network (flexible core-periphery among S 0 and R0 ). Denote


ηµ
µ0S = λ (S 0 ) and µ0R = λ (R0 ). Finally, denote δ = Π(m+1)
< 1 and µ̄S = 1 − 1−δ
µS .
χ
Theorem 3. Suppose that χ < 2δ .31 If µS,m < µ̄S (i.e. small m) no one joins
the insider network and the equilibrium has µ0S = 0, µ0R = 0. Social networks are
exclusively used for information transmission. If µS,m > µ̄S (i.e. high m), everyone
joins the insider network and the equilibrium has µ0S = µS , µ0R = µR . Insider networks
are exclusively used for information transmission.
By Theorem 3, if regulation renders sufficiently many agents’ social networks
ineffective, captured by µS,m , agents collectively switch from using their external
networks to forming a core-periphery insider network. This gives rise to information
intermediaries.
Recall that by Section 3.3, m can be interpreted as a legal boundary for any given
regulatory framework. Accordingly, Theorem 3 forms the basis for the potential
30

For instance, r may have information regarding the underlying asset or market conditions that
complements the use of s’s insider information. Alternatively, differences in profitability could be
driven by heterogeneity with respect to liquidity available to execute trades in a timely manner.
31
Under χ < 2δ , the insider network enhances total expected profits not only by providing senders
with increased flexibility relative to their social networks, but also by improving the allocation of
information.
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link between tightening regulation and the rise of information intermediaries. Major
shifts in the regulatory framework in the early 2000s developed through Regulation
Fair Disclosure (Reg FD), which was promoted by the SEC in 2000, and the Global
Analyst Research Settlements, which was an enforcement agreement reached between
the SEC, other regulatory agencies, and the ten largest investment firms in the US.
Together, regulation focused on tightening governance on information disclosure by
public companies, and imposing controls on the leakage of material non-public information through financial intermediaries, such as research analysts and broker-dealers.
What followed was dramatic growth in the expert network industry.
This relation between tighter regulatory control and the rise of information intermediation is also observed in the official sector. In 2012, the US Congress passed the
Stock Trading on Congressional Knowledge Act (STOCK Act). The general intent of
the law was to prevent government officials and employees from exploiting privileged
access to non-public information that could potentially be used for financial gains.
Following the passage of the STOCK Act, information intermediaries emerged in the
form of political intelligence firms, which specialize in connecting clients to experts
in areas of policy, law, and regulation.
Intermediation in a Changing Regulatory Environment. Theorem 3 highlights how tightening regulation can prompt the formation of insider networks in
which bulk of information is intermediated by a small core. Once an insider network
is established, how does it adjust to further tightening of the regulatory environment?
Our model presents one more stark insight. As a corollary of Theorem 2, the core
of the network can adapt to rising regulation by adding more intermediaries to the
core at negligible (zero) cost. New members of the core do not need to be linked
to any periphery agents – rather, their primary function is to increase the flexibility
of the core, and hence of the whole network. In other words, the flexibility of the
existing insider network can be increased arbitrarily at zero cost, and there is no level
of regulation that the agents can not adjust to.

6

Identifying Intermediaries with Centrality Measures

In this section, we explain some properties of a flexible core-periphery networks and
introduce a network centrality measures that identifies intermediaries. We start by
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defining “hubs.”
Definition 5. Given a core-periphery E with core C and periphery P , s ∈ C ∩ S is
a sender-hub if λ (Ns,E ) > 0 and r ∈ C ∩ R is a receiver-hub if λ (Nr,E ) > 0.
By the definition of the core-periphery, a sender-hub’s a.e. neighbor is a sender
and a receiver hubs a.e. neighbor is a receiver. Moreover, a.e. sender is the neighbor of
a sender-hub and a.e. receiver is a neighbor of a receiver-hub. Furthermore, neighbors
of hubs can not have positive measure intersection. Hubs are illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Hubs in a core-periphery network

S

R

sender
hubs

receiver
hubs

Hubs are the agents in the core that connect the periphery to the core. There
can be other nodes in the core in order to provide flexibility, but all transmission
must go through hubs to enter the core. What else can be said about the hubs?
An important observation is that hubs have positive betweenness centrality (defined
appropriately for the continuum below). Moreover, a.e. (directed) geodesic32 must
go through hubs. In order to formalize this, denote g (s, r) the number of geodesics
from sender s to receiver r. Denote gi (s, r) the number of geodesics from s to r that
go through i. Then between centrality of agent i as
Z Z
gi (s, r)
dλ (r) dλ (s) .
S R g (s, r)
Proposition 3. Betweenness centrality of a sender-hub s is at least λ (Ns,E ) µR and
that of a receiver-hub r is at least λ (Nr,E ) µS . Periphery agents have 0 betweenness
centrality.
32

A path between two nodes is called a geodesic if it is one the shortest between the two nodes.
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This illuminates the fact that hubs are bottle-necks for information transmission.
Notice that hubs transmits information with positive probability on behalf of pairs of
senders and receivers, and so they are intermediaries with respect to Definition 4. But
hubs are not the only intermediaries. Hubs have positive betweenness centrality but
there is no direct link between being an intermediary and having positive betweenness
centrality. Being an actor of information transmission requires that the agent is, for a
positive measure of sender-receiver pairs, is on at least one path of lengths from m + 1
to m + 1 from the sender to the receiver. We define flexible-betweenness centrality
for this purpose.
Definition 6. Denote g (s, r, k) the number of paths of length k from s to r, and
gi (s, r, k) the number of such paths that go through i. The flexible-betweenness
centrality of agent i is given by
m+1
X Z Z gi (s, r, k)
dλ (r) dλ (s) .
k=m+1 S R g (s, r, k)
Flexible betweenness centrality is a network centric measure that can serve as a
proxy for intermediation. This expanded notion of centrality takes into account that
intermediaries are positioned on large set of possible transmission paths. An empirical
implication is that flexible-betweenness centrality is a more precise measure to identify
intermediaries in a network when flexibility is a valuable feature of transmission.
Theorem 4. For any flexible core-periphery network E, there exists an equilibrium
in which the network formed is E, and an agent is an intermediary if and only if it
has positive flexible-betweenness centrality.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we study a model of endogenous formation of networks over which
agents transmit information under regulation. We show how a cat and mouse game
arises between a regulator, who sets and enforces a regulatory environment, and
agents, who form networks to disseminate insider information. In equilibrium, the
regulator implements regulatory ambiguity that induces agents to take greater risks in
information transmission. Agents adapt to regulation by forming a flexible network
with a core-periphery structure, which endows agents with the option to transmit
information through various paths of differing length.
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We show how the core represents the endogenous rise of information intermediaries. A small set of agents that form the core of the network intermediate information
between potential senders, i.e. insiders, and receivers, i.e. those that seek to exploit
information. In an extension, we show that tightening regulation can trigger agents
to migrate transmission activity from social networks to an insider network. We draw
parallels to the recent growth of the expert network and political intelligence industry
following stricter regulation regarding disclosure and insider trading. The surge of
information intermediaries suggest that rather than curtailing insider trading, market
participants may have adapted by developing alternative and more complex channels
through which insider information is shared and exploited.
As a final note, we believe that our setting is applicable to a broader set of problems. In particular, the model can be used to understand network design problems,
in which agents want to transmit messages or goods, but must combat a strategic
actor (as in our case) or exogenous risks. Many networks involving communication
or information sharing require achieving a sufficient level of security and privacy. An
efficient network entails safeguarding the anonymity of messages from a malicious
attacker while economizing on the cost of building and using the network. The model
can be extended to study trading networks, in which agents prefer trading in proximity, but face counterparty risk. In particular, we highlight potential benefits of
having a core-periphery structure that allows for intermediaries to flexibly re-direct
flow between counterparties. We leave these applications for future research.
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A

Informed Trading in Financial Markets

In this section, we extend the model to allow for insiders to trade directly in financial
markets, in effect endogenizing Π(l) and K(l).
Insider Information and Transmission. There is a financial market where agents
can trade an asset with some fundamental value θ, where θ takes a value 1 or 0 with
equal probability. Let the sender s be perfectly informed about θ. Suppose that
the sender s transmits information regarding θ to the receiver r along a path of
length l. We assume that longer transmission poses a higher risk that s’s information
becomes public, i.e. nonmaterial, before trading is executed. One interpretation is
that information is more likely to leak along the transmission path as information is
passed through more agents. Alternatively, transferring information may take time,
and a longer path increases the likelihood that transmission does not occur in time
for profitable opportunities. Then, the likelihood that transmission provides r with
an informational advantage is given by ρ(l), where ρ(·) ∈ [0, 1] and ρ(·) decreases in l.
With 1 − ρ(l) probability, then θ becomes common knowledge, i.e. the market-maker
becomes informed.
Financial Market. The market is populated with the receiver, a market-maker, and
noise traders. If the receiver gains an informational advantage, the receiver makes
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a market order x ∈ {1, −1}. Noise traders’ demand is stochastically determined ζ̃
drawn from uniform distribution U [−ζ, ζ], where ζ > 1. The market-maker observes
total demand X = x + ζ̃ , where x = 0 if the receiver chooses not to trade. The
market-maker sets price P = E[θ|X]. Given price P , the payoff from trade for the
receiver is given by x(θ − P ). Finally, the regulator is assumed to observe individual
order flow, i.e. x. This implies that as long as x 6= 0, the regulator initiates search.
If the regulator initiates a search and catches agents, a punishment K is imposed.
The solution to the trading game is characterized below:
Proposition 4. In the trading game equilibrium, the expected profits from transmit.
ting on a path of length l are given by Π(l) = ρ(l) · ζ−1
2ζ
Proof. We conjecture and verify that if if informed makes order x = 1 if θ = 1, and
x = −1 otherwise. Given this, the market-maker observes total order flow X = 1 + ζ̃
if θ = 1 or X = −1 + ζ̃ if θ = 0 if transmission successfully occurs. Given this, prices
are given by:

E[θ|X] =




1



1

2




0

if X > −1 + ζ
if X ∈ [1 − ζ, −1 + ζ)
if X < 1 − ζ

. It is straightforward to see that deviating
The profits of the receiver if informed is ζ−1
2ζ
is not profitable. Given a transmission over a path of length l, the receiver’s expected
payoff is given by Π(l) = ρ(l) · ζ−1
, and K(l) = ρ(l) · K.
2ζ
The trading game provides a microfoundation for how insider trading profits are
inversely related to the length of the transmission path. In equilibrium, the marketmaker is less informed than the receiver with probability ρ(l). This in turn affects the
ex-ante expected payoff from transmitting through a path of length l. Imbedding this
result in the rest of the model, we can see that the core intuition from the main model
follows. The sender and receiver face a tradeoff between transmitting information
with higher expected value (i.e. Π(l) decreases in l) and the higher likelihood of
prosecution (i.e. P rob(m ≥ l) decreases in l).

B

Continuum as the Limit Equilibrium

In this section, we show that the approximate equilibria of large populations converge
to the equilibrium we have identified in our continuum model as the population size
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grows. The main takeaway is that for a sufficiently large population of agents, the
optimal network takes form of a core-periphery structure, which imbues flexibility in
its core.
We start with defining the finite model. Take any n ∈ N. S (n) is a set of bµS nc
many potential senders and R (n) is a set of bµR nc many potential receivers. Denote
A (n) = S (n) ∪ R (n). The sender and the receiver are drawn uniformly at random.
A network E (n) is an element of A (n)2 . The costs of forming links are normalized by
n to nη . Senders incur nη cost for outgoing links and receiver incur nη cost for incoming
links. The rest is identical to the original description. Call this model m (n).
The equilibrium in the finite model m (n) is defined similarly to the continuum
case in Section 4. For any ε > 0, an ε-equilibrium satisfies sequential rationality,
consistency, and optimal transmission. The optimal network condition is replaced by
ε-optimal network condition: For all E ∈ E,
UA ((E ∗ , σA∗ ) ; σR∗ ) ≥ UA ((E, σA∗ ) ; σR∗ ) − ε.
Convergence of finite networks to networks over continuum requires state-of-the
art tools. We use the graphon approach (see Parise and Ozdaglar (2019), Lovász
(2012)). The idea is to discretize a given continuum equilibrium network into n
agents and take n to infinity. Without loss of generality, suppose that S = [0, µS )
and R = [µS , µ). Take any n ∈ N. Divide S into bµS nc many intervals of length
n
o
∆S = bµµSSnc : Sn = s1,n , s2,n , ..., sbµS nc,n where st,n = [(t − 1)∆S , t∆S ). Elements of
Sn represent the senders in the discretized network. Similarly, divide R into bµR nc
n
o
many intervals of length ∆R = bµµRRnc : Rn = r1,n , r2,n , ..., rbµR nc,n where rt,n =
[(t − 1)∆R , t∆R ). Elements of Rn represent the receivers in the discretized network.
Denote An = Sn ∪ Rn . Elements of A2n represent the potential links in the discretized
network. Given a network E in the continuum, the discrete counterpart of E in a
population of size n, denoted En ⊂ A2n , is defined as follows: (I, J) ∈ En if there
exists i ∈ I and j ∈ J such that (i, j) ∈ E.
Given any network E in the continuum, (An , En ) defines the corresponding discrete network in a population of size n. Elements of Sn correspond to senders S (n) in
m (n) and elements of Rn correspond to receivers R (n) in m (n). This way, (An , En )
lives in m (n).
Theorem 5. For any flexible core-periphery network E with a finite core and for any
ε > 0, there exists n (E, ε) such that for all n > n (E, ε), (An , En ) is an ε-equilibrium
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network in m (n).
Proof. (Outline) Call a network in m (n) δ-flexible if at least n (1 − δ) agents have
path lengths ranging from m + 1 to m + 1. Denote k the number of agents in the
core of E. Since k is finite, for large n, all elements in the core of E fall into disjoint
intervals described by elements of An = Sn ∪ Rn . Hence, all links in the core in
E exists in An . Therefore, An in m (n) provides flexibility to all agents outside the
 
core. In other words, An is O n1 -flexible. Moreover, the cost of (An , En ) is between
η
n

(bµS nc + bµR nc) and

η
n

(bµS nc + bµR nc) +

ηk2
.
n

That is, the cost is ηµ + O

We will show that, for any ε, for large n, in m (n), O

 
1
n

 
1
n

.

-flexible networks that cost

 
1
n

ηµ + O
are ε-equilibria. The proof of this mainly follows that of Proposition
1. The ideas can be summarized as follows. Given the candidate network, which is
flexible, the regulator mixes totally between m to m and a realized pair that has the
flexibility mixes totally between m + 1 and m + 1. This generates payoff Π (m + 1) for
the agents. Then a (unobserved) deviation from this network, upon the realization of
the pair, will be met with the same strategy of the regulator. Then any transmission
strategy, conditional on the pair, generates at most Π (m + 1) payoff. So agents can
 
improve their payoffs by at most O n1 by potentially providing paths to pairs that
do not have the flexibility (which must be in the core). Then the only potential
profitable deviations are those that reduce the cost of links by reducing the number
of pairs that have flexibility. Following equation (3), payoffs can not be improved
this way. Then the only possible profitable deviation involves reducing the number
 
of links inside the core, which gives a benefit of at most O n1 . So, there are no
deviations that increase the payoffs by more than O

C

 
1
n

.

Proofs

Proof. (Lemma 1), (Lemma 2), (Theorem 1) QED.
Proof. (Lemma 3) In a flexible network, a.e. sender has an outgoing link and
a.e. receiver has an incoming link. Then, for a.e. agent i, c (i, E) ≥ η. Then
C (E) ≥ ηµ.
Proof. (Lemma 4) Let k = sup L. Note that k ≥ 3. Take k − 1 agents from A,
say C, with at least one sender and at least one receiver. Form a complete network
among C. Partition C into Cs , senders, and Cr , receivers. Connect each sender in
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A\C to exactly one agent in Cs , connect each receiver in A\C to exactly one receiver
in Cr . In the network formed, c (i, E) = η for all i ∈ A\C. C has zero measure and
A\C has µ measure, and so C (E) = µη. Notice that every pair in C have paths of
length 1, 2, ...., k − 2 between them since C is a complete subnetwork. Then all agents
in A\C have path lengths 3, 4, ...., k.
Proof. (Proposition 1) Take any equilibrium: say E ∗ for the network, σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r)
for transmission strategy upon the realization of s and r, σR∗ (s, r) for the search
intensity upon observing s and r. With slight abuse of notation, denote σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l]
the total probability that σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) puts on paths of length l.
Regulator’s strategy:
Step 1: (For finite m) Note that for the regulator, m > m are strictly dominated.
So, σR∗ (s, r) [m] = 0 for m > m.
Step 2: Consider a pair (s, r). Suppose that there is some ˜l ≥ m + 1 such that
hi
σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) ˜l = 0. Then for the regulator, playing m = ˜l − 1 has the same benefit
with playing m = ˜l in terms of catching s and r, whereas the playing m = ˜l is
strictly more costly in terms of search costs as κ is strictly increasing. Therefore,
the regulator does not put positive probability on m = ˜l. That is, if ˜l ≥ m + 1 and
hi
hi
σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) ˜l = 0 then σR∗ (s, r) ˜l = 0.
Step 3: By Step 2, if (s, r) does not transmit information, σR∗ (s, r) [m] = 1.
Agents’ strategy:
Step 4: Consider any pair (s, r). Regulator plays m ≥ m. Using a path of
length l ≤ m is strictly dominated by the strategy of not sending information. So,
σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l] = 0 for all l ≤ m.
Step 5: (For finite m) Consider any pair (s, r). Suppose that there are at least
two paths in P (E ∗ , s, r) with path lengths larger than m, say l0 > l > m. By Step 1,
m > m is strictly dominated. Then using a path with length l0 is iteratively strictly
dominated by using one with length l. Therefore, (s, r) puts 0 probability on all paths
in P (E ∗ , s, r) longer than m except for the shortest such paths.
Equilibrium and deviations:
Step 6: Denote µ0S the mass of senders S 0 and µ0R the mass of receivers R0 that
have links in E ∗ . Denote µ0 = µ0S + µ0R . Note that the cost of forming links that has
been incurred is at least µ0 η since each agent in A0 = S 0 ∪ R0 have at least one link.
Pick a flexible core-periphery network among A0 and denote it E 0 . Note that the
cost of E 0 is µ0 η which less than or equal to the cost of E ∗ . That is, E 0 is not more
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expensive than than E ∗ .
Step 7: Consider all pairs (s, r) ∈ S 0 × R0 such that that there is some ˜l (s, r) ∈ N
h
i
h
i
such that σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) ˜l (s, r) = 0 < σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) ˜l (s, r) + 1 . Denote this set of
pairs X.
h
i
By Step 2, for all (s, r) ∈ X, σR∗ (E ∗ , s, r) ˜l (s, r) = 0.
Consider all pairs (s, r) ∈ S 0 ×R0 that do not transmit information with probability
1. Denote this set Y . By Step 3, for all (s, r) ∈ Y , σR∗ (s, r) [m] = 1.
Suppose that λ (X ∪ Y ) > 0. Then consider the following deviation. Agents
deviate to network E 0 .
Each (s, r) 6∈ X, for each l ∈ N, (s, r) puts probability σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l] on a path
in P (E 0 , s, r) that has length min {l, m + 1}.
o
n
For each (s, r) ∈ X, for each l 6∈ ˜l (s, r) , ˜l (s, r) + 1 , (s, r) puts probability
σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l] on a path in P (E 0 , s, r) that has length min {l, m + 1}.
i
h
i
h
For each (s, r) ∈ X, (s, r) puts σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) ˜l (s, r) + σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) ˜l (s, r) + 1 on
a path in P (E 0 , s, r) that has length ˜l, and 0 probability on paths in P (E 0 , s, r) that
have length ˜l (s, r) + 1.
For each (s, r) ∈ Y , (s, r) transmits information using a path of length m + 1.
For pairs in X, this deviation does not change the expected cost of getting caught
for agents, but it increases the benefits from transmission because a positive measures
of pairs use shorter paths with positive probability.
For pairs in Y , by Step 3, there is no cost of getting caught so the benefit from
transmission is improved.
Therefore, since λ (X ∪ Y ) > 0, expected payoff of agents is improved whereas the
network is not more expensive. Contradiction. Hence λ (X) = λ (Y ) = 0, and the
cost of the network E ∗ is ηµ0 (i.e. e (E ∗ ) = µ0 ).
That is, in equilibrium, almost every pair transmits information with positive
probability (i.e. λ (Y ) = 0), and for almost every pair (s, r) and any l ≥ m + 1, if
σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l] = 0 then σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l] = 0. (i.e. λ (X) = 0.)
For each l, denote l (s, r) = sup {l : σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l] > 0}, which is well defined for
almost every pair (s, r) since λ (Y ) = 0. By Step 4, agents never use path lengths
l ≤ m, and so l (s, r) ≥ m + 1.
By combining λ (X) = 0 and Step 4, we find that for a.e. pair (s, r), σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l] >
0 if and only if m + 1 ≤ l ≤ l (s, r).
Step 8: Suppose that σR∗ (s, r) [m] = 0. Then the regulator puts all probability
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on m ≥ m + 1. Then using a path of length m + 1 means certainty of getting
caught. Since K (m + 1) > Π (m + 1), (s, r) would deviate to shifting the probability
of σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [m + 1] to the strategy of not transmitting information, which would
be a profitable deviation. Contradiction. Hence, σR∗ (s, r) [m] > 0.
Step 9: (Finite m) If l (s, r) ≤ m, playing m then gives certainty of catching (s, r)
so the payoff the to regulator is −κ (m). Since regulator puts positive probability on
m, the equilibrium payoff is equal to the payoff from playing m, which −κ (m) − B =
−B. But −B < −κ (m) by definition, meaning that the regulator has a profitable
deviation. Therefore, l (s, r) > m. Also, by Step 5 we find l (s, r) ≤ m + 1. Therefore,
l (s, r) = m + 1.
Step 10: Suppose that σR∗ (s, r) [l] = 0 for some l such that m+1 ≤ l ≤ l (s, r)−1 =
m. Then (s, r) would shift the probability of using paths of length l + 1 on to using
paths of length l. (Note that by Step 7 σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l] > 0, meaning that paths of
length l are available in E ∗ .) This does not change the probability of getting caught,
but increases the benefits from transmission. Contradiction. Thus, σR∗ (s, r) [l] > 0
for all l such that m + 1 ≤ l ≤ m.
Step 11: By combining Step 9 and Step 10, we find that, in equilibrium, a.e. pair
totally randomizes over all path lengths from m + 1 to m + 1 (which implies that all
such paths are available for almost every pair) and the regulator totally randomizes
between all search intensities from m to m. The probabilities are given by indifference
conditions.
In particular, since all path lengths from m + 1 to m + 1 are available, the network
E ∗ must be flexible. Moreover, by Step 7, e(E ∗ ) = µ0 .
Step 12: (Finite m) The indifference conditions yield that the payoff of agents
from information transmission is equal to the payoff of agents from using the long
path m + 1. This payoff is Π (m + 1) because regulator never uses m > m and so
there is no expected cost of getting caught. Note that since Π (m + 1) > 0, agents
do not put any probability on not sending information. Then, the expected payoff
µ0 µ0
µ0
is µSS µRR Π (m + 1) from transmission because there is µSS probability that a sender in
S 0 has information and

µ0R
µR

probability that a receiver in R0 has liquidity. Then the
µ0 µ0

expected ex-post payoff of agents is V 0 := µSS µRR Π (m + 1) − (µ0S + µ0R ) η.
Then consider the following deviation. Suppose that all agent in S ∪ R come together and form a flexible core-periphery. If a pair in S 0 × R0 realizes, it uses the equilibrium transmission strategy in the deviation as well. If pairs in (S × R) \ (S 0 × R0 )
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realize, they use a path of length m + 1. (Note that regulator never plays m > m.)
Therefore, at the deviation, when a pair in (S × R) \ (S 0 × R0 ) realizes, which have
used a path longer than m, they do not get caught. Then the expected payoff from
this deviation is V := Π (m + 1) − (µS + µR ) η.
Suppose that µ0S 6= µS or µ0R 6= µR . Then by µ0S ≤ µS , and µ0R ≤ µR (at
µS µR
−1
0
0
least one strict), we have (µ0S )−1 + (µ0R )−1 > µ−1
S + µR . Then (µS + µR ) µ0 µ0 η >
S R
(µS + µR ) η =⇒
µS µR
µS µR
V = Π (m + 1) − (µS + µR ) η > Π (m + 1) − (µ0S + µ0R ) 0 0 η = 0 0 V 0 .
(3)
µS µR
µS µR
Recall that Π (l) > ηµ for all l. Then V > 0. If V 0 ≤ 0, then V > V 0 . If V 0 > 0,
then by (3), V > µµS0 µµR0 V 0 > V 0 , and so V > V 0 . In both cases, this is a profitable
S R
deviation. Contradiction. Then the equilibrium network must have µ0S = µS and
µ0R = µR .
That is, the equilibrium network must be flexible and it must cost µη. As shown
in Step 1, realized pairs must mix totally between paths of length m + 1 and m + 1
and regulator must mix totally between m and m.
Step 13: (m = ∞) For the regulator, the payoff of using m satisfies


limm→∞ − κ (m) − 


X

σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [l] B = −limm→∞ κ (m) = κ (m + 1) .

m≤l−1

The regulator mixes between all m ≥ m. Therefore, the payoff of the regulator is
equal to his payoff from playing m. Therefore,
−κ (m) − (1 − σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [o]) B = κ (m + 1) .
Thus,
κ (∞)
> 0.
B
Then Agents’ payoff from transmission is equal to 0. Then agents would deviate to
not forming any links to save the cost. Thus, µ0 = 0.
Step 14: For finite m, a.e. agent has a link, and a.e. pair engages in information
transmission. So observing a.e. pair (s, r) is on-the-path for the regulator. So there
are no profitable deviations following the earlier arguments.
For m = ∞, By Step 12, the only candidate network is almost empty. Therefore,
a.e. pair (s, r) is off-the-path. For each off-path pair (s, r), suppose that regulator
plays the strategy by given by Step 11, and regulator’s off-path beliefs are given by
the the strategy of (s, r) in Step 11. This constitutes an equilibrium by the earlier
steps.
σA∗ (E ∗ , s, r) [o] = 1 −
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Proof. (Lemma 5) By definition, P has µ measure. Also, c (i, E) = η for all i ∈ P .
C has zero measure. Then C (E) = µη.
Proof. (Theorem 2) The construction in the proof of Lemma (4) for is a flexible
core-periphery network.
Proof. (Proposition 2) The core is at most countable and information transmission
always occurs through finite path lengths all bounded above by m + 1. By the
countable additivity property of the measure, if one takes the non-intermediaries
from the core, a.e. pair of senders and receivers still have access to paths of lengths
ranging from m + 1 to m + 1. the resulting network is still a flexible core-periphery
network.
Proof. (Theorem 3) The cost of the insider network −η (µ0S + µ0R ). The expected
profit generated by the insider network by sending the information to high liquidity reµ0 µ0
ceivers is µSS µRR Π (m + 1). The expected profit generated by insiders µ0S sending the inµ0



µ0



formation via the social network to low liquidity receivers is µSS 1 − µRR χΠ (m + 1) .
Denote xm ≤ µS − µ0S the mass of senders outside the insider network who have
mi ≤ m. These senders do not have sufficiently long paths to overcome regulation
with positive probability, and their expected profit from the continuation game is 0.
Then the expected profit generated by sending information via the social network is


µ0
1 − µSS − xµmS χΠ (m + 1) . Then the total expected payoff is
U = −η

(µ0S

+

µ0S µ0R
0
Π (m
µR )+
µS µR

µ0S
+ 1)+
µS

µ0R
1−
µR

!

µ0S
xm
+ 1−
−
µS
µS

!!

χΠ (m + 1)

µ0 µ0
xm
−η (µ0S + µ0R ) + Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) S R + Π (m + 1) χ 1 −
µS µR
µS
All else fixed, agents prefer to have xm as small possible. Denote µS,m is the the
total mass of senders si who have their mi less than or equal to m. If they can all
be fit into µ0S , then it would be possible to make xm = 0. The optimal network
requires putting as much of µS,m as possible into the insider network so their low mi
does not impede transmission. Then min {µ0S , µS,m } mass of senders in µS,m should
belong to the insider network. Then µS,m − min {µ0S , µS,m } = max {0, µS,m − µ0S } is
the smallest amount of senders in µS,m that must stay outside the insider network.
So xm = max {0, µS,m − µ0S } is optimal, all else fixed. Then
!
µ0S µ0R
max {0, µS,m − µ0S }
0
0
U = −η (µS + µR )+Π (m + 1) (1 − χ)
+Π (m + 1) χ 1 −
µS µR
µS
!
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As m goes up, µS,m goes up from 0 to µS . Notice that U is linear in µ0R . We analyze
the various cases as follows.
µ0
Case 1: Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) µS µSR − η > 0. In this case, optimally, µ0R = µR . Then
µ0
max {0, µS,m − µ0S }
+ µR ) + Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) S + Π (m + 1) χ 1 −
U = −η
µS
µS
0
Case 1.1: Consider µS ≥ µS,m . Then
µ0
U = −η (µ0S + µR ) + Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) S + Π (m + 1) χ
µS
1
Since µS = µR and Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) µS − η > 0, U is maximized at µ0S = µS within
the constraint µ0S ≥ µS,m . Then
!

(µ0S

U = −η (µS + µR ) + Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) + Π (m + 1) χ
= −ηµ + Π (m + 1) .
The solution of Case 1.1. is then µ0S = µS , µ0R = µR with resulting value −ηµ +
Π (m + 1).
Case 1.2: Consider µ0S ≤ µS,m . Then
!
µ0S
µS,m − µ0S
0
U = −η (µS + µR ) + Π (m + 1) (1 − χ)
+ Π (m + 1) χ 1 −
.
µS
µS
This is increasing in µ0S . Then the constrained optimum is µ0S = µS,m . Then
µS,m
U = −η (µS,m + µR ) + Π (m + 1) (1 − χ)
+ Π (m + 1) χ.
µS
This is smaller than the value in Case 1.1.
µ0
Therefore, the optimum under Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) µS µSR − η > 0 (Case 1) is µ0S =
µS , µ0R = µR , which gives U = −ηµ + Π (m + 1) .
µ0
Case 2: Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) µS µSR − η ≤ 0. Then µ0R = 0 is optimal.33 Note that this
does not mean there are no receivers in the insider network. This means there is a
zero measure of receivers in the insider network. Then
!
max {0, µS,m − µ0S }
0
U = −ηµS + Π (m + 1) χ 1 −
.
µS
µ

Case 2.1: Consider µ0S ≥ µS,m . (Note that this is possible only if Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) µSS,m
−
µR
η ≤ 0 because of the premise of Case 2.) Then
U = −ηµ0S + Π (m + 1) χ.
This is decreasing and maximized at µ0S = µS,m , which gives value
U = −ηµS,m + Π (m + 1) χ.
33

µ0

If Π (m + 1) (1 − χ) µS µS R − η ≤ 0, any µ0R is optimal. Otherwise, µ0R = 0 is the unique optimum.
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Case 2.2: Consider µ0S ≤ µS,m . Then
!
µ0S
µS,m
0
U = −ηµS + Π (m + 1) χ
+ Π (m + 1) χ 1 −
.
µS
µS
Note that µ0S = µS,m gives the optimal value in Case 2.1. So we can ignore Case 2.1.
Since −η + Π (m + 1) χ µ1S < 0 (because χ < 2δ ), U is decreasing and maximized


µ
at µ0S = 0 which gives value U = Π (m + 1) χ 1 − µS,m
.
S
All in all, first option is U1 = −ηµ + Π (m + 1) with µ0S = µ0R = µS = µR = µ/2


µ
(the optimal in Case 1). The second option is U2 = Π (m + 1) χ 1 − µS,m
with
S
µ0S = µ0R = 0 (the optimal in Case 2).
!
µS,m
U1 > U2 ⇐⇒ −ηµ + Π (m + 1) > Π (m + 1) χ 1 −
µS
!

⇐⇒
At the cutoff



ηµ
Π(m+1)χ


−

ηµ
1
− + 1 µS < µS,m .
Π (m + 1) χ χ
1
χ



+ 1 µS , agents switch from social networks to insider


ηµ
networks. For µS,m < Π(m+1)χ
− χ1 + 1 µS , the optimal is the social networks with
µ0S = µ0R = 0. For the reverse, the optimal is µ0S = µS , µ0R = µR .
−
Proof. (Proposition 3) Take any i ∈ HS . All geodesics from s ∈ Ns,E
∩ S ∩ P to
−
all receivers go through i. Then gi (s, r) = g (s, r) for all s ∈ Ns,E
∩ S ∩ P and r ∈ R.


−
Then i has at least λ Ns,E ∩ S ∩ P µR = λ (Ns,E ) µR betweenness centrality. Same
argument works for HR .

Proof. (Theorem 4) Since m is finite, an agent i has positive flexible-betweenness
centrality if and only if there exists l between m + 1 and m + 1 such that for a positive
measure of sender receiver pairs i is on a path of length l from the sender to the
receiver.
Notice that in the proof of Proposition (1), when a path of length l is to be utilized
by a pair, it does not matter which path of length l is used. Any distribution over
all paths of length l give rise to an equilibrium. For example, given any equilibrium,
uniformly distributing the probability of using path length l over over all paths of
length l is also an equilibrium. This can be done for all l together. Since there
are countably many agents in the core and m is finite, by the countable additivity
property, the newly constructed equilibrium makes all agents with positive flexiblebetweenness centrality an intermediary.
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